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The synthesis of new carbon nanoforms with remarkable and fine-tuned bulk properties still represents a formidable challenge, with
cyclic organic nanorings emerging in recent years for the template-driven design of this kind of systems. The design and engineering
of these materials can be first controlled at the molecular scale, to further induce their specific self-assembly towards tailored prop-
erties at the nanoscale. Theoretical studies have lately contributed to the understanding of the underlying physical effects, the de-
velopment of synthetic strategies, and the rationalization of novel materials properties, employing a variety of methods ranging from
accurate calculations of isolated molecules to atomistic molecular dynamics simulations of a large sample of molecules in realistic
conditions, which will be reviewed here with a focus on the transition from single-molecule to supramolecular properties.
1 Introduction
The oligomers of cyclic organic nanorings (e.g., CycloParaPhenylenes - CPPs, see Figure 1) have re-
cently attracted a worldwide attention as radially oriented π-conjugated molecular materials [1–4]. The
interplay between linear and radial conjugation [5], the lack of edge effects in these systems due to their
cyclic topology [6], together with the tunability of their supramolecular properties as a function of size
and the cavities (nanopores) created upon their self-assembly, has paved the way towards their scalable
production as contemporary carbon nanomaterials with emerging applications largely differing from their
(thoroughly studied) linear analogues. The last decade, from their first gram-scale synthesis by R. Jasti
in 2008 [7], has witnessed a remarkable advancement of efficient and diverse synthetic routes, from pris-
tine [8–34] or radical-ions [35–42], to the study of their optoelectronic, photophysical, semiconducting,
and adsorption properties, to name just a few of them.
Actually, the self-assembled (solid-state) samples obtained for these systems has led to unique materi-
als with impressive, distinctive, and tunable size-dependent applications [43, 44] such as: (i) size-selective
encapsulation of optically active (e.g., fluorescent) guest molecules [45–50] and its fluorophore bioappli-
cations [51] or its role as capturing agents [52]; (ii) controlled porosity and adsorption of small molecules
in the cavities formed upon tubular-like self-assembly of the nanorings and its sensing applications [53–
55]; (iii) creation of mechanically interlocked nanomachines and nanosystems [56–60], macrocyclic ho-
mopolimerized compounds [61], lemmiscular systems [62, 63], and Möbius belt-shaped nanorings [64,
65]; (iv) performance as organic molecular semiconductors with competitive properties (i.e., hole charge-
transport mobilities) compared with other state-of-the-art organic systems [66], (v) quantum confine-
mente of surface-induced electronic states [67], etc. Note that these ambitious goals go well beyond the
envisioned pioneering use of these nanorings as molecular templates for the controlled growth of Carbon
NanoTubes (CNTs) of defined size, chirality, and edges [68–71]. Furthermore, in parallel to the evolution
of the outstanding synthetic efforts and control over this set of unique materials-oriented properties, the
use of modern theoretical models have largely contributed to the understanding and prediction of a wide
number of features for these systems, tackling both single-molecule and supramolecular approaches, and
thus providing key insights at the nanoscale which will be the main focus of the present report.
Among the large set of theoretical studies performed so far, early efforts mostly dealt with the evolution
of the single-molecule geometrical, vibrational, electronic, strain, optical, and magnetic properties as a
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function of the oligomer size [72–84]. These remarkable studies were soon complemented with works ad-
dressing the detailed mechanism of growth of CNTs mediated by CPPs [85–92], and the host-guest en-
capsulation processes involving CPP nanorings [93–102] thus accompaying early experimental advances.
Unless otherwise noticed, we will briefly present in the following sections only those (non-standard) theo-
retical methods and computational tools employed so far, emphasizing the physical reasons for that use,
rather than to duplicate existing details already published with more standard methods.
Thereof, largely due to the emerging properties recently disclosed and exploited at the nanoscale, we will
focus in the following on a set of the most recent (and hopefully novel) prospects of these materials in-
cluding:
(i) the chemical and topological origin of the radical-like nature of closely related nanorings (i.e. Cy-
claCenes - CCs) compared with CPPs [103, 104], and the possible implications for the envisioned
growth of armchair or zigzag CNTs [105,106];
(ii) the comprehension of the driving forces for the supramolecular packing and cohesive energies of
these systems as a function of their size [107], therefore opening a way to tune their supramolecu-
lar structure to access solid-state CNT-like structures via the adequate functionalization [108–110],
and the determination of the preferred charge-transfer career paths [111,112];
(iii) the differences between pristine and substituted CPPs [113–121], with emphasis on intra-molecular
donor-acceptor compounds [122–124] displaying fluorescent and semiconducting properties upon
specific functionalization [125];
(iv) the influence of structural units after changing phenylene by pyrenylene (i.e., CycloPYrelenes - CPYs)
or ever larger structural motifs [126–128] and its effect on the single-molecule [129] and supramolec-
ular properties [130]; and finally
(v) the process of physisorption and molecular friction of these systems on e.g. graphite surfaces [131],
which could modulate a highly directional growth of solid-state samples, as well as the emerging
semiconducting properties of the deposited monolayer upon diffusion of the charge carriers injected
from the surface [132].
2 Nanorings as individual molecules with a unique shape
2.1 Topological effects on electronic structure and reactivity
The shape of these nanorings (i.e., the way in which the benzene or monomer units are connected) deter-
mines in fact their electronic structure, based on electron-correlation effects which are sometimes beyond
the treatment by standard (i.e., single-reference) methods. Some theoretical studies [104, 133, 134] have
revealed significant differences in electronic properties such as aromaticity or static (also called strong)
correlation effects depending on how the rings (i.e., chemical units) are fused and/or connected until
closing the loop. Figure 2 summarizes the findings of applying non-standard methods able to cost-effectively
capture all-range electronic correlation effects [135–137]. Comparing CPP and CC nanorings of increas-
ing size, dubbed as nCPPs and nCCs in the following, respectively, with n indicating the number of rings
connected or fused, one can observe how the former keeps a non-radical (closed-shell) nature while the
latter are considered di- or tetraradicaloids depending on n, and thus elusive in principle to common
synthetic routes and also to standard calculation methods. Furthermore, the even or odd number of rings
also determines the extent of the radical-like character, which is another direct consequence of topologi-
cal effects.
However, minor structural changes (i.e., topological defects) of the CC forms could reduce significantly
their radicaloid nature thus allowing their final synthesis. For instance, theoretical studies of annelated
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pentagon-heptagon rings (i.e., [5.7]nCCs) [138], hexagon-octagon rings (i.e., [6.8]nCCs) [139–142] or pentagon-
hexagon rings (i.e., [5.5.6]nCCs) [143] has been shown to lead to closed-shell systems. Doping with B, N
or Si atoms seems to also increase their synthetic affordability [144–147]. Remarkably, very recently a
set of cyclic molecules composed of fully fused (but distorted from a perfect loop) edge-sharing benzene
rings was synthesized and crystallized [148–152], in agreement with the results outlined here. On-surface
synthesis of CCs has also been explored with partial success [153]. These findings show the potential use
of these systems as molecular templates for the growth of well-shaped carbon nanotubes, upon control-
ling the topology of the nanorings, as well as the quality of theoretical tools used for anticipating and
thus guiding the molecular design.
Those results have also allowed to explore the consequences for the controlled growth of armchair or zigzag
CNTs of various diameters and lengths, and more specifically how this could benefit from the use of nCPPs
and nCCs molecular templates, respectively, of varying size. Interestingly, the chemical nature of indi-
vidual CPPs allows a moderate radicaloid character of armchair CNTs of increasing size built from them
[132], which translates in practice towards the successful synthesis of extended CPP rings [154–156] or
even armchair CNTs with the same diameter than a 12CPP system used as template [70]. Several syn-
thetic routes have also been theoretically explored to better understand the complex mechanism and
activation barrier heights for this growth; e.g., through a radical-mediated mechanism involving CPP
and C2H2 species as reactants [91], in line with previous experimental cycloaddition (diene – dienophile)
studies [157]. A recent analysis also relates CPP strain energy to reactivity: localizing, visualizing, and
quantifying strain energies of nanorings [158]. Contrary to this, the use of CCs to grow the correspond-
ing zigzag CNT seems, on the other hand, a much more complicated issue since the significant radicaloid
character is preserved in the tubes independently of their length and diameter. This effect can be ob-
served in Figure 3 where succesive layers of CCs are fused to grow a single-walled (and short) CNT as
a proof of concept. The non-negligible radicaloid character always concentrates on the edges, indepen-
dently of the system size, which helps to explain the high reactivity of these compounds. The atomic-
level structural control for their synthesis is thus expected to benefit from theoretical insights in the fu-
ture too.
2.2 Theoretical methods and computational tools
Density Functional Theory (DFT) has been usually adopted to calculate geometrical and electronic ground-
state properties, or excited-state properties via its Time-Dependent (TD-DFT) variant, of hoop-shaped
systems. In standard DFT calculations, where the electronic structure is well represented by a Slater de-





with the corresponding energy levels given by εi, and the total energy by E[ρ] = Ts[ρ] +
∫
ρ(r)v(r)dr +
U [ρ] + Exc[ρ], with all the terms having their usual meaning. Since degeneracies do not often arise in
common systems, the α (or β) orbital occupation numbers ni are 0 or 1, for occupied and virtual or-
bitals respectively, and DFT leads normally to accurate results. This is the common case of CPPs and
their linear analogues, but not the situation found for CCs or closely related systems. For the latter case,
the Tight-Binding model already predicts the existence of both zero-energy states and quasi-zero-energy
states for even and odd n values of nCCs [106, 159], or in the language of molecular orbital theories, the
frontier orbitals are degenerate for both odd and even systems: CCs with an even (odd) number of rings
present two (four) electrons in (a pair of) two completely degenerate orbitals, thus behaving as diradi-
cal (polyradical) systems. Theoreticians had studied early the hypothesized structure of cy-
clacenes in the 1950s and 1960s, together with other cyclic polyenes at the Hückel level
[160, 161], already paving the way towards the understanding of their geometrical and elec-
tronic structure. Note also that any deformation, distortion or doping of the perfect loop indeed breaks
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that degeneracy and thus reduces the radical character of the systems facilitating indeed their synthesis.
Interestingly, the ultimate origin of these zero-energy modes relies on the structural symmetry, commut-
ing with the sublattice operator [162], which can be lifted upon local distortions. Furthermore, the radi-
cal nature of linear acenes is known to also increase with the system size, but the cyclic topology seems
to exacerbate this character. A commonly adopted solution is to impose a broken-symmetry calculation
for (singlet) open-shell systems, but this introduces spin-contamination (also scaling unfavourably with
size [163]) and thus compromises the energy of the low-spin solution [164].
Deviations from a routine DFT treatment are typically associated with the presence of strong electron
correlations [165], and can be rectified by the introduction of fractional occupation numbers fi, as it nat-
urally happens in other ab initio multi-configurational theories where more than one Slater determinant
is used to represent the chemical system under study [166]. The Finite-Temperature (FT-) DFT method
employed herein relies on mimicking this expected fractional occupation of molecular orbitals induced by





and fi the corresponding fractional occupation numbers (0 ≤ fi ≤ 1). After defining the Gibbs electronic
free energy (Gel = Eel − TelSel) of the system at a electronic (but fictitious) pseudo-temperature Tel, that




1 + e(εi−EF )/θ
, (3)
depending on θ = kBTel. One can also define a Fractional Orbital Density (FOD) [136, 137] for a subset




(δ1 − δ2fi) |φi(r)|2, (4)
where δ1 and δ2 are chosen to become (1, 1) if the single-particle energy level (εi) associated with the or-
bital φi is lower than the energy of the Fermi level, EF , or (0,−1) otherwise. This density can also be




Note the similarities between this method and the Thermally-Assisted-Occupation (TAO) DFT method
of Chai et al. [167–169] also applied to organic nanorings with similar results [170]. For a pure closed-
shell (non-radical) system NFOD → 0, while for a pure open-shell (biradical) system NFOD → 2, with
the intermediate situations defined as radicaloids. If NFOD > 2 one deals with (poly)radical(oids) in-
stead. This method thus allows the qualitative (i.e., 3D visualization of ρFOD(r)) and quantitative (i.e.,
NFOD and energy difference between low- and high-spin states) treatment of CC systems, which is far
from being correctly achieved by standard DFT. The results of the FT-DFT method for nCCs compare
favourably with those of more sophisticated yet costly methods, as truly multi-configurational approaches
[171]. We also emphasize the close agreement found with the Restricted Active Space Spin-Flip (RAS-
SF) method [135], which is known to lead to accurate results for real-world radical(oid) systems [172–
175]. The FT-DFT method is implemented in the ORCA [176] (version 4.0) quantum-chemical
package, employing tight convergence and integration thresholds, with the fractional or-
bital density plots obtained by the UCSF-CHIMERA [177] (version 1.12) package.
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3 From single-molecule to supramolecular bulk structures
3.1 Understanding the crystalline growth and packing
The successful synthesis of CPPs of increasing size and diameter has prompted the study and charac-
terization of their solid-state samples. As it happens for other polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, the
packing of nanorings mostly follows a herringbone pattern, see the cases of 5CPP, and 7-12CPPs in Fig-
ure 4. In these cases, the typical edge-to-face orientation of a pair of interacting organic molecules evolves
towards a configuration minimizing the void left by the nanoring cavities, often filled with solvent molecules
occluded, while maximizing the weak intermolecular interaction energies, thus creating a porous lattice
structure [178, 179]. Particularly interesting is the case of 6CPP, for which a tubular-like structure was
initially disclosed but with several polymorphs later found close in energy [180]. While the tubular-like
packing could create one-dimensional nanochannels for weak guest sorption, the herringbone packing
could afford tightened trapped guest molecules. The combination of these unique nanometric features,
such as light weight together with high absorption capacity, shows the versatility of these materials upon
molecular engineering [181].
The analysis of the stability of the weak interactions found between neighbouring pairs of CPP molecules,
extracted from the crystalline structures, has also shed light about the reasons for the favoured packing
motifs of the 5-12CPP systems [182, 183]. In all cases, even for the smallest 5CPP and 6CPP systems,
a very stable dimer is always found with an energy comprised between –12 and –14 kcal/mol with re-
spect to the isolated molecules, increasing to values around –18 kcal/mol for 10CPP and 12CPP, which
shows the relationship between bulk and molecular structures. The cohesive (or lattice) crystal energy
of these organic solids can also be estimated by theoretical methods [184–186], ranging from 52 to 57
kcal/mol for 6CPP and 12CPP, respectively [107]. The contribution of each pair of interacting molecules
to this (global) cohesive energy helps to understand the differences between e.g. the tubular-like pack-
ing of 6CPP and the herringbone packing of 12CPP: while for the former the perfectly aligned (or super-
imposed) dimers contributed the most to the value of the cohesive energy, these dimers do not have the
same importance in the case of the latter, with the herringbone-like dimer dominating the final values.
The substitution of phenylene by larger pyrene units [127, 128] does not change the preferred herring-
bone packing of the formed CPY nanorings, observing again a limited number of configurations: paral-
lel, herringbone, and tubular-like dimers [130]. Similarly to the CPP case, the slipped tubular-like dimer
is favoured with respect to the other two main dimers found, but the higher number of the latter in the
unit cell dominates the final crystalline packing, and leads now to a cohesive energy of 69 kcal/mol and
thus sligthly larger than those calculated for CPPs of approximately the same diameter.
3.2 Crystal engineering of materials
This accumulated understanding at the molecular scale has also made possible to fine-tune the crystal
packing of CPPs, from herringbone-like to tubular-like, upon specific functionalization (i.e., fluorina-
tion) thanks to the strength and directionality of the weak C–F· · ·H interactions. With this in mind,
10CPP and 12CPP bearing symmetrically placed tetrafluorophenylene moieties were recently synthe-
sized and their X-ray crystal structure fully resolved [187, 188]. These molecules self-assembled into per-
fectly aligned columns, creating accesible nanochannels mimicking actually those found in CNTs. The
complementary theoretical analysis performed revealed the key intermolecular interactions contributing
the most to this specific packing, not only between superimposed molecules (driven by complementary
C–F· · ·H interactions) but also between adjacent columns (driven by quadrupole-quadrupole interac-
tions). The crystal engineering of nanorings [189], upon modulation of specific intermolecular interac-
tions, definitively opens a new path to porous or semiconducting materials, and of course benefits from
the latest theoretical advances to deal with intermolecular interactions at all distances and orientations.
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3.3 The role of graphite surface
The physisorption of CPPs on substrates might further influence the final supramolecular organization
of the samples and thus assisting the process of formation of CNTs, for instance, after inducing an epi-
taxial bottom-up (nanochannel-like) layer-by-layer growth [187]. The detailed interaction of 8CPP and
graphene nanoflakes [131] has revealed the underlying competition between π · · · π and CH · · · π interac-
tions, depending on the relative orientation of the deposited nanoring with respect to the surface (see
Figure 5). The physisorption energy for the latter configuration was found twice as high as that for
the π · · · π interaction, probably due to a much larger surface contact between both molecule and sub-
strate, with the closest surface-molecule distance around 3.3 − 3.4 Å, as also found for the encapsula-
tion of C60 or C70 by 10-12CPP [190, 191] or, in general, for non-covalent interactions between organic
nanoforms [192]. Once physisorbed, the molecules also found little resistance to diffuse on the surface,
giving rise to nanoislands at low surface concentration what could also be rationalized by the computa-
tional simulations performed. Note that the roughness of graphite is very low, and thus this behaviour
could be different in other surfaces (e.g., silica). If more molecules are progressively deposited on the
surface to reach a full coverage, two stable configurations are found [132] as shown in Figure 5: (i) a
hexagonal structure arising from horizontally physisorbed molecules, consequence (but not only) of the
CH · · · π molecule-substrate interactions; and (ii) a rectangular structure of vertical, concave–convex ar-
ranged molecules, consequence (but not only) of the π · · · π molecule-substrate interactions.
3.4 Theoretical methods and computational tools
Since the crystal packing is based on dimer (or periodic) interactions, which actually depend on the op-
erating non-covalent (weak) intermolecular forces between molecules, we will focus on the methods em-
ployed so far to incorporate this dominant dispersion interactions, not only for hoop-shaped systems but
for any organic crystal: when two mutually polarizable chemical systems are close enough, as it happens
in organic cystals, the response of the electronic cloud of a system to the presence of instantaneous and
fluctuating charge densities from another molecule induces a stabilization energy [193, 194] driving ul-
timately their self-assembly or supramolecular organization. Unfortunately, uncorrected DFT fails to
incorporate these medium- to long-range effects (note that dispersion forces operate at distances larger
than the van der Waals atomic radii) due to the short-sighted treatment of matter imposed by the de-
pendence of common (semi-local) functionals only on the density (ρ) and its gradient (∇ρ), needing thus
some additional correction [195].
The most employed dispersion correction is probably the D3(BJ) method [196, 197], recently updated to
the D4 version [198], which incorporates in a simple but realistic way the pairwise additive interactions












depending on: (i) sn, a functional-dependent parameters coupling electronic and dispersion energies; (ii)
CABn , the nth-order interatomic dispersion coefficients (iii) fn = (a1R
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and (a1, a2) again functional-
dependent parameters fitted. Note that once corrected, practically any DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional of choice could be thus safely employed for this kind of calculations, with the final energy being
now E[ρ] = Ts[ρ] +
∫
ρ(r)v(r)dr +U [ρ] +Exc[ρ] +ED3(BJ), and with all the terms having their usual mean-
ing. Another way to incorporate the (missing by default in DFT) non-covalent interactions is to employ
a Non-Local (NL) correction to the correlation energy functional (Ec[ρ (r)]) in the form:
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whose function Φ (r, r′) couples the ρ (r) and ρ (r′) electronic densities while keeping the correct |r −
r′|−6 asymptotic behaviour. Probably the most extended final form of Φ (r, r′) is the VV10 construc-
tion [199, 200]. Note that the functional-dependent parameter b can also be obtained independently of
the functional choice [201–203]. The ∆Ec[ρ (r) , ρ (r
′)] energy is normally added non-self-consistently to
the correlation energy, although self-consistency is also possible yet costly with minor changes in the
density and associated properties.
The cohesive crystal energy can be estimated by bulk periodic boundary conditions, or equivalently by






where Ebulk is the total energy of the unit cell considered, including Z molecules, and Emolecule is the en-
ergy of an isolated molecule, both energies needing to include dispersion corrections at the same level.
Note that the dimer interaction energies are calculated as ∆E = Edimer − 2Emolecule, with the resulting
cohesive energy is this case given by Ecohesive = −
∑
abc (na ∩ nb ∩ nc) ∆Eabc for the number (na, nb or
nc) of all possible dimer configurations along the crystalline directions abc. For supramolecularly nanos-
tructured forms, one can also add a three-body (but small) correction [207, 208] to the dispersion energy
given again by the D3(BJ) expression:




(3 cos θAB cos θBC cos θAC + 1)
(RABRBCRAC)
3 fn(RABC), (9)









6 , and θk are the internal angles between the internuclear distances RAB − RBC − RAC .
Both forms of tackling the cohesive energy lead to similar values.
The energy profile for modelling the competition between π · · · π and CH · · · π interactions, representa-
tive of the deposition process of CPPs with respect to a graphite (or any other) surface, taken into ac-
count the large size of the composed system, has been obtained by a cost-effective method called HF-
3c [209]:
EHF−3c = EHF/MINIX + ED3(BJ) + E
gCP
BS + EcRAB︸ ︷︷ ︸
corrections
, (10)
with the four different terms representing: (i) the Hartree-Fock (HF) energy with a minimal basis set
(MINIX); (ii) the dispersion correction of the form D3(BJ) given by Equation (6); (iii) a geometrical
Counterpoise Correction (gCP) to account for Basis Sets (BS) incompleteness issues; and (iv) a final cor-
rection dealing with the systematic overestimation of covalent bond distances (RAB) between atoms A
and B by the HF/MINIX method. The clear advantage of this composite method is its reduced com-
putational cost compared even to DFT-D3(BJ) still being very competitive in accuracy. Note that this
family of methods is also extended to B97-3c and other variants [210], including the use of periodic bound-
ary conditions [211] and always keeping a very good trade-off between accuracy and computational cost.
Additionally, the Density-Functional Tight-Binding (DFTB) method [212, 213] could also
constitute a alternative to this kind of calculations. All the reported DFT-D3(BJ), DFT-
NL, and HF-3c calculations were done with the ORCA [176] (version 3.0 or higher) quantum-
chemical package. The calculations with periodic boundary conditions were done with the
ABINIT code [214, 215]. The MERCURY [216] (version 3.10) tool was also used or the vi-
sualization and manipulation of crystallographic data.
These adsorption energy profiles were further used to calibrate a force-field expression [132]; i.e., opti-
mizing the Lennard-Jones parameters to fit the curves previously calculated at the HF-3c level. Par-
tial atomic charges of the adsorbate were calculated by fitting to the electrostatic potential, and then
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used to feed the force-field. Complementarily, the force-field expression also reproduced the intermolec-
ular interaction energies of representative dimer configurations of CPPs, extracted from their crystalline
structure, only slightly underestimating the HF-3c results. As a further step, the crystalline structure of
8CPP was simulated at a temperature of 300 K and 1 atm of pressure for 10 ns, reaching the equilibra-
tion in the very first picoseconds. The error in cell dimensions were less than 2 % compared to exper-
imental results, in line with previous calculations for organic crystals [217]. Therefore, with a tailored
force-field expression able to reproduce accurately geometrical and intermolecular magnitudes of CPP
systems, and used to study the self-aggregation process of CPP molecules on a graphite surface, more
insights at the nanoscale about the collective supramolecular behavior are expected in further studies.
All the atomistic (force-field and molecular dynamics) simulations were performed with the
NAMD (version 2.11) package [218] and the VMD tool [219] was employed for the repre-
sentation of the simulations snapshots.
4 Semiconducting charge-transport properties
4.1 Supramolecular charge-carrier mobilities
The mesoscale morphology of samples made from organic molecular semiconductors is known to gov-
ern the final charge-carrier mobilities upon a drift migration induced by an externally applied electric
field [220, 221]. Once the charges are injected into the bulk, the magnitudes known as reorganization en-
ergy (i.e., an intramolecular energy needed to distort the molecular geometry when the charge is molecu-
larly retained) and electronic coupling (i.e., an intermolecular energy depending on the electronic overlap
between every pair of neighbouring molecules) determine the charge-transfer rates at the molecular scale.
The associated mobility can thus be obtained after simulating all the hopping events taken place within
the bulk, with the crystalline order significantly influencing the final values [222] since it determines the
charge-carrier paths and traps. Recent experimental studies in CPP samples [66] gave hole mobilities as
high as 2 cm2 · V−1 · s−1, and thus competitive with other predictions for small state-of-the-art molecules
as rubrene, tetracene, rubicene, or pentacene [223, 224] although still smaller than the highest experi-
mental values reported in literature for organic molecular semiconductors. The intrinsic disorder of the
samples, due to e.g. intermolecular or vibronic effects, is also known to have some impact on the final
estimates of mobilities through variations of the electronic coupling values [225,226].
Theoretical studies have also shed light about the relative importance of both molecular magnitudes (re-
organization energies and electronic couplings) on final mobility values of crystalline samples, with reor-
ganization energies decreasing with the nanoring size [111], as expected due to the larger electronic de-
localization, and moderate (and almost constant) electronic coupling values along the sequence of the
5-12CPPs systems studied [66]. The detailed analysis of the calculated electronic couplings (e.g., 6CPP,
8CPP, and 12CPP) along all the possible supramolecular paths [112] (see again Figure 4) allows one
to reach the following conclusions: (i) the electronic couplings are generally negligible for tubular-like
arrangements, due to the exponential decay with the intermolecular distance, which is necessarily large
here due to the CH· · ·CH mutual orientations of these superimposed dimers; (ii) the herringbone-like
dimers do not give rise to the largest values neither; and (iii) the slipped face-to-face orientation of the
dimers found between layers of molecules leads to the highest values found, thus identifying the high-
mobility crystalline plane. Briefly, for these nanorings, the inter-layer charge transport mechanism (due
to the favourable slipped-lateral dimer arrangements found) is more efficient than the intra-layer coun-
terpart. The introduction of pyrene units (CPYs) has also been studied [130], for both 3-Cyclo-2,7-pyrenylene
(3CPY) and 4-Cyclo-2,7-pyrenylene ([4CPY) compounds, leading to smaller reorganization energy values
with respect to CPPs of the same diameter but also to smaller electronic coupling values. The pyrene
units, on the other hand, offer a more versatile template for substitutions in ipso and ortho positions,
with the effect of electroactive atoms (i.e., F, Cl, Br) and groups (CN) recently studied allowing thus to
anticipate the use of these systems as organic (ambipolar) molecular semiconductors [227].
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To fully rationalize these effects in CPP samples, Figure 6 shows (through the example of 8CPP) how
the electronic coupling values might change upon variations of the intermolecular distance and/or mu-
tual orientation, for a vast set of (forcefully idealized) relative configurations envisioned in crystal struc-
tures. The results can be qualitatively rationalized from the distribution of the Highest Occupied Molec-
ular Orbital (HOMO) and Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO) orbitals which, although fully
delocalized along the nanoring, is well-known to dramatically alter the electronic coupling values even
for a small displacement of one molecule with respect to another, depending on bonding or antibonding
combinations of these orbitals in the dimer configuration [228]. The calculation of the electronic coupling
values for the monolayers formed upon physisorption to a graphite surface yielded to hole (electron) mo-
bility values of 5.6 (1.7) and 0.1 (0.3) cm2 ·V−1 · s−1 for the hexagonal and concave-convex configurations
described before, respectively [132]. These values, slightly higher than those found for bulk hole mobili-
ties [66], might indicate a stronger disorder of real samples with respect to the monolayer investigated as
a model case. For the field of Organic and Molecular Electronics, note that: (i) other transport regimes
(e.g., metal-doped 6CPP coupled with Au electrodes exhibiting negative differential resistence [229, 230])
have also been explored; (ii) CPPs have also been proposed as additives to improve the electrical and
mechanical (stretchability) properties of polymer-based semiconductors [231].
4.2 Donor-Acceptor systems
Prompted by the availability of the crystal structure of N,N-dimethylaza-8-CPP, DMA-8-CPP in the
following, the semiconducting properties of this molecule has also been recently investigated [112] and
compared to 6CPP, 8CPP, and 12CPP. Note that another CPP derivative, namely 4-cyclo-N-ethyl-2,7-
carbazole also with radially oriented π-orbitals, has been recently incorporated [232] in an Organic Field-
Effect Transistor (OFET) with low experimental mobilities (≈ 10−5 cm2 · V−1 · s−1) but in agreement
with those experimentally found for 10CPP [233] too. First of all, the hole and electron reorganization
energies of DMA-8-CPP are similar, and in the case of holes, slightly higher than that calculated for un-
doped 8CPP, thus indicating a more favoured n-type or ambipolar performance in this case if the rest of
conditions remain the same. The detailed analysis has revealed a strong contribution to reorganization
energies from low-frequency modes related to the radial breathing modes, previously detected in Raman
measurements [234–236], with most of the other frequency contributions in the 1200–1600 cm−1 range.
The analysis of the crystal structure of DMA-8-CPP and the corresponding electronic coupling calcu-
lations indicates, however, a significant increase of the p-type coupling with respect to the n-type one,
and a much higher value of the former than for pristine 8CPP. This translates into a much higher (but
also highly anisotropic) hole charge-transfer rate for DMA-8-CPP than for 8CPP. Host-guest systems
based on CPPs donor and fullerene acceptors (C60 and C70, respectively, encapsulated by 10CPP and
11CPP) have also been theoretically studied [237], with hole (electron) transport mobilities in the range
of 10−3 − 10−1 cm2 · V−1 · s−1 (10−5 − 10−3 cm2 · V−1 · s−1), and thus with potential for its use in organic
photovoltaic applications [238,239] as recently explored for conjugated macrocycles too [240].
4.3 Theoretical methods and computational tools
The migration of charge-carriers, holes or electrons, across the organic crystal is often modeled through
a concerted sequence of charge-transfer events [241]. That process thus involves a pair of neighbouring
molecules, one acting as the donor and the nearest neighbour one as the acceptor, after the effective charge-
injection process from the corresponding reservoirs [242,243]:
CPP·+ + CPP −→ CPP + CPP·+, (11)
CPP· − + CPP −→ CPP + CPP· −. (12)
















, for holes and electrons, respectively, thus




species. These quantities can be safely calculated at the DFT level using a hybrid functional [244, 245].
Additionally, the supramolecular order influences the electronic coupling between neighbouring molecules






with Ψj the many-electron wavefunctions for the pair of involved molecules. If the excess (or defect) charge
occupies the frontier molecular orbitals, HOMO and LUMO for holes and electrons, respectively, the ex-










However, due to the non-orthonormality of the monomers HOMO or LUMO orbitals, a final projection
(i.e., a Lödwin transformation) is needed [246]:
V12 =
Ṽ12 − 12 (e1 + e2)S12
1− S212
, (15)
with S12 the overlap and e1 (e2) the site energies defined as 〈φ1|Ĥ|φ1〉 (〈φf |Ĥ|φf〉). The DFT method is
also widely applied to calculate the V12 values [247, 248]. Note that the ratio between these two magni-
tudes, 2V12
Λ
< 1, determines in fact the validity of the hopping-like vs. a band regime transport [249].
With the calculated Λ and V12 values, one can estimate now the corresponding charge-transfer (or ki-
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where h̄ and kB are fundamental constants, and T is the temperature, chosen normally to be 298.15 K.
Λs takes into account the effect of the embedding of molecules into a polarizable medium [250] and ∆G
	
corresponds to the free energy difference between initial and final states. This Marcus-Levitch-Jortner
expression includes a quantum correction to the semi-classical Marcus expression [251, 252], considering
the quantum nature of the vibrational modes through a single effective ωeff contribution for the Huang-
Rhys factor Seff obtained from the relation Λ = h̄ωeffSeff . Finally, the charge-carrier mobilities in ab-





with D the diffusion coefficient arising from the charge-transfer rate kCT and the distance between in-
teracting molecules. The spectral overlap approach for kCT , derived directly from the Fermi-
Golden rule, can also be instead employed [253], allowing thus the comparison between ex-
perimental and theoretical results [254]. More general transport models based on surface
hopping simulations [255] (treating electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom on a equal
footing) or the transient localization model [256] also exists and are appropriate for crys-
talline systems. The reorganization energies are calculated with the GAUSSIAN 09 quantum-
chemical package [257], while the electronic couplings are obtained from NWCHEM [258]
(version 5.0), ORCA [176] (version 4.0), or GAUSSIAN 09 [257] quantum-chemical pack-
ages [258], with the Lödwin transformation done from the latter ouput files using an in-
house script.
5 Optical and photophysical properties
5.1 Increasingly longer pristine and modified nCPPs
UV-Vis photoabsorption spectra, fluorescence peak positions, solvatochromism, fluorescence quantum
yields, Stokes shifts, vibronic effects, intersystem crossing rates, etc. and other optical and photophysi-
cal properties of CPPs and related compounds have been thoroughly studied along the years [259–267].
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It is clearly established for CPPs of incresing size that the lowest singlet excited-state S1 is formed by a
HOMO to LUMO (π → π?) transition, and that the lowest absorption energies increase with the num-
ber of rings up to saturation. However, another unique feature of these molecules, that is somehow coun-
terintuitive for conjugated organic materials is the size-insensitivity of their recorded experimental UV-
Vis absorption spectra, unlike the fluorescence spectra which blue-shifts for nCPPs of increasing size
[268]. This behaviour also contrast with that found for their parent linear compounds. Theoretical stud-
ies at the TD-DFT level have significantly contributed from the beginning to understand these optical
and photophysical unusual properties. Interestingly, the lowest singlet excited-state S1 is optically for-
bidden, with vanishing or very low oscillator strength values for even or odd systems, respectively, and
the next S2 and S3 excited-states are found degenerate (quasi-degenerate) for even (odd) nanorings and
show large oscillator strength values. The calculated (solvated) absorption energies for the S2 ≈ S3 sin-
glet excited-states agree perfectly with the experimental, and nearly-constant, value of 3.67 eV regard-
less of the size of the systems.
Further studies focused on the excitonic properties of these compounds, allowing to reach the under-
standing needed for the design optical and photonic materials. As a matter of illustration, recent studies
applying methods more sophisticated than TD-DFT [269], have revealed how the peak positions of the
photoabsorption spectra remains unchanged with system size due to a cancellation of two effects: exci-
ton binding energy and orbital energy [270]. The gas-phase relaxation dynamics of CPPs has also been
studied, helping to rationalize the origin of their fluorescence properties [271, 272], intersystem cross-
ing and internal conversion processes [273]. On the other hand, to tune the behaviour of CPPs, several
design strategies are followed. For instance, the fluorescence peak positions of nCPPs2+ are red-shifted
with increasing ring size, and thus are not longer size-insensitive, reaching the near-infrared region for
those with n > 5 [274]. The introduction of acene units such as naphthalene, (nCPPN), anthracene
(nCPPA), and tetracene (nCPPT), leading thus to chiral systems, also breaks the symmetry of pristine
CPPs with the lowest singlet excited-state S1 being now optically allowed and blue-shifted upon increas-
ing size [275–279]. Generally speaking, the interplay of π-conjugation, bending (or strain effects), and
chirality (or symmetry effects) in fact determines all photophysics of CPP-based systems [280], which
can also be fine-tuned with functionalization strategies.
5.2 Weakly interacting nCPP dimers
The supramolecular order might lead to excitonic properties differing from those found for isolated con-
jugated systems [281]. This issue has also been investigated for selected 6CPP dimers representing the
crystalline packing [282]. Depending on the relative orientation and distance between the monomers of
these weakly interacting dimers, the excited-state energies of isolated molecules (Ω) are splitted into Ω′ =
Ω ± β, with β the resonance energy given by the coupling between the ground-state (CPP) and excited-
state (CPP?) wavefunctions 〈ΨCPPΨCPP?|V̂ |ΨCPP?ΨCPP〉, with the results driven by long-range interac-
tions and differing for each excited state. Traditionally, single-reference methods, such as TD-DFT, can
not describe the effects giving rise to this kind of excited-states [283, 284] and this has motivated the use
of more advanced methods or corrections to standard TD-DFT [285]. The tubular-like dimers are char-
acterized by an almost negligible resonance energy (β ≈ 0 eV) or, in other words, a very weak excitonic
coupling typical of long intramolecular distances and poor π−π overlap. On the other hand, the excited-
state energies of parallel dimers are consistently red-shifted by around β ≈ 0.2 eV with respect to that
of the isolated monomer, a typical feature of J-type interactions with important consequences for ab-
sortion/emission spectra [286,287].
5.3 Donor-Acceptor systems and TADF applications
The experimental synthesis of Donor–Acceptor (D–A) compounds [288–290] has propelled the study of
the photophysical and semiconducting properties of this set of materials [112, 125, 291]. Figure 7 shows
some functionalization strategies of CPPs leading to N-doped systems. An inmediate consequence of the
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D–A fragments introduced is the localization of the HOMO and LUMO on different parts of the molecule,
thus poorly overlapping and consequently reducing the HOMO-LUMO energy gap with respect to the
undoped CPP systems. This has important consequences on the lowest singlet- and triplet-excited states
of these compounds [125, 291], and also leads to a relatively low singlet-triplet energy gap ∆EST , al-
lowing thus to theoretically explore the use of these molecules as Thermally Activated Delayed Fluores-
cence (TADF) emitters [292, 293]: The full harvesting of both singlet and triplet excitons can facilitate
light-emission mechanisms beyond the spin statistical limit [294–297] for sufficiently small ∆EST values
(around 0.1–0.2 eV). Whereas the 8CPP system has a singlet-triplet gap of 0.5 eV and a forbidden (for
symmetry reasons) S1 ← S0 transition, thus precluding its use for any intended TADF application, the
D–A strategy roughly halves the singlet-triplet gap while keeping non-vanishing oscillator strength val-
ues. The use of some metrics to better quantify the spatial orbital separation, as extensively done for
TADF applications, agrees with the intermolecular charge-transfer character of the lowest singlet and
triplet excited-states of D–A nCPPs.
5.4 Theoretical methods and computational tools
The calculation of S1 ← S0 and T1 ← S0 excitation energies, or in general Sn ← S0 and Tn ← S0, nor-
mally benefits from TD-DFT methods (e.g., range-separated functionals) able to cope with intramolec-
ular charge-transfer excitations, as those arising from the localization of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals
on different spatial molecular fragments or monomers [298], and the Tamm-Dancoff approximation [299]
to improve the accuracy of the T1 ← S0 excitation energy and band shapes [300, 301]. The use of double-
hybrid density functionals for excited-states [302, 303], incorporating a fraction of long-range perturba-
tive correlation effects [304], offers an alternative to robustly describe excitonic effects too. Alterna-
tively, other methods such as Spin-Component-Scaled (SCS-) second-order approximate
Coupled Cluster singles and doubles, CC2 [305, 306], and Algebraic Diagrammatic Con-
struction at second-order, ADC(2) [307], are also expected to behave accurately in chal-
lenging photochromic systems [308,309].
Not only the energies, but the whole analysis of electronic excitation processes is a flourishing field [310]
independently of the method selected. For instance, if the extent of the hole-particle separation is impor-
tant, as it happens for TADF or intermolecular excitonic studies, the use of some metrics has revealed
as a very useful tool for the rationalization of the results and the quantitative screening of compounds










with κia the coefficients for the φi → φa one-electron (occupied to virtual molecular orbitals) promotion
contributing to the S1 or T1 excited-state. Other employed (complementary) diagnostics could be DCT ,
the spatial distance between the barycenters of density changes associated with an electronic transition
[314], or the overlap φS between the attachment and dettachment densities [284] created upon the rear-
rangement of the electronic density for electronic excitations. Independently of the final method selected,
the use of Natural Transition Orbitals [315] in excited-state studies is also convenient, to diagonalize the
density matrix coupling both ΨES and ΨGS wavefunctions without altering the excitation energies. In
such a way, each hole-particle pair created upon excitation can be easily represented even for cases when
more than one-electron φi → φa promotion is involved and the description in terms of standard molec-
ular orbitals can be complicated. Finally, for symmetric nanorings, the oscillator strength values are di-
rectly proportional to the transition dipole moment, f ∝ 〈ΨES|µ̂|ΨGS〉 with ΨES (ΨGS) the excited-state
(ground-state) wavefunctions, we can rationalize the results for even and off CPPs according to molec-
ular symmetry: the direct product Γ(ΨGS) ⊗ Γ(µ̂) ⊗ Γ(ΨES) should contain the totally symmetric irre-
ducible representation of the Dnh point group to which these molecules belong, otherwise f = 0. All the
TD-DFT calculations are performed with the GAUSSIAN 09 [257] or ORCA [176] (version
12
3.0 or higher) quantum-chemical packages, using GABEDIT [316], MULTIWFN [317] and
the NANCY-EX [318,319] tools for postprocessing of the results.
6 Perspectives
We have presented here a systematic, and hopefully insightful, revision of recent advances for hoop-shaped
applications of organic nanorings of varying composition, shape, and size. These progresses not only show
that nanorings can be used as novel materials, but also that their molecular design can be accurately
fine-tuned upon the use of state-of-the-art theoretical methods often going beyond the most standard
methods employed so far. This highlights the trade-off needed between experiments and theory, exploit-
ing the best of both worlds towards the understanding of the many appealing (and sometimes counter-
intuitive) properties of these compounds. The structure-property relationships are in fact largely influ-
enced by the interplay between single-molecule and supramolecular properties. While the former de-
pend on the chemical nature and topology of the nanoring, the latter are dominated by the molecule-
to-molecule interactions, thus providing a path to derive optimal properties at the mesoscale through a
computatioally assited bottom-up approach. The transition from single-molecule to bulk properties first
demands the use of accurate methods and models at the quantum-chemical level, to disclose the corre-
sponding physical effects driving the properties tackled. Simulations at the nanoscale (e.g., molecular
dynamics simulations) can describe the importance of those specific effects into the collective behaviour,
allowing thus to anticipate the performance of the materials designed. Overall, the experimental feed-
back becomes very useful to benchmark and improve the theoretical methods, closing the loop as the
chemical (π-conjugated) units also do to create these fascinating nanoforms.
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Figure 1: Summary of the content, emphasizing the role of theoretical studies for the deep understanding of the interplay
between single-molecule and supramolecular properties of cyclic organic nanorings (CPPs).
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Figure 2: Sketch of the differences in the radical-like character of cyclic compounds, with CPPs (CCs) exhibiting low
(moderate to high) character. Topological defects help to decrease the radicaloid nature of CCs affording thus their synthe-
sis. Adapted from [Ref. [104]] with permission from the PCCP owner societies.
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Figure 3: Isocontour plots (σ = 0.005 e · bohr−3) of the real-space distribution of strongly correlated electrons for CCs of








Figure 5: Different molecule-substrate orientations, emphasizing the dominant CH · · ·π and π · · ·π interactions, and super-




Figure 6: Dependence of electronic coupling values between neighbouring 8CPP molecules oriented as: (a) facetoface (or
cofacial) configuration; (b) rotated cofacial configuration; (c) slipped cofacial configuration; (d) tubular-like configuration;




Figure 7: Functionalization of CPPs to obtain N-doped derivatives, altering single-molecule and supramolecular properties.
Adapted from [Ref. [125]] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.
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Cyclic organic nanorings are promising materials with envisioned outstanding nanotechnological applications. We summa-
rize here how modern theoretical methods can provide insights for materials design, as well as for the understanding of the
underlying structure-property relationships.
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